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What’s the Deal By Daniel Lesser
 Daniel Lesser, president and CEO, LW Hospitality Advisors, New

York City

(The views and opinions expressed in this blog are strictly those of the author.)

There is no question that the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a reset to hotel property

values, however market participants are struggling to determine an applicable discount to

2019 levels. Q3 2020 was the second consecutive quarter during which U.S. hotel market

transaction activity remained anemic with a relatively wide bid-ask spread.

On average, sellers have expressed willingness to consider a 10% to 15% discount to pre-

COVID pricing while buyers are interested in transacting at a 20% to 40% reduction to pre-

COVID values. Price discovery and resultant demonstrable impairment of asset value will

only be clarified once an active hotel transaction market reemerges.

In the interim, many believe that declining operating income, and hence value, provides hotel

owners and operators a strong argument to appeal for lower property tax valuations and

resultant assessments. While this notion is generally correct, the idea that hotel property tax
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burdens will also decline is unlikely. 

Dozens of state and local governments are experiencing massive budget deficits as income

and sales tax revenues have swiftly declined. The fact is, to provide necessary services,

municipalities will have to raise similar sums of revenue as in years past. Aside from program

cuts and staff reductions, raising commercial property millage rates will be a likely option for

funding taxing jurisdictions’ budgets to compensate for declines in assessments.

Every hotel owner should, and most will, appeal their property tax assessment(s). While the

outcomes will vary dramatically from state to state and county to county, most owners will

have to fight to simply keep their property tax liabilities flat. Hotel owners who perceive the

pandemic will automatically result in a decline to property tax burdens need to think twice.
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